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Carter Takes 24 Oklahoma Delegates

By Bob Carter

TULSA CITY (UPI) — Richard B. Carter, Democratic candidate for governor of Oklahoma, said yesterday he had been endorsed by 24 delegates at the state Democratic convention. Carter, who is running for the Democratic nomination for the governor's seat, said the delegates had been selected by the Oklahoma Democratic State Executive Committee.
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OCC To Build Economic Theme Park

By Ray McVay

SAVINGS
25% to ENTIRE STORE INCLUDED! OFF

IMMEDIATE INSURANCE CLEARANCE BUILDING MUST BE EMPTIED NOW!

NEW SELECTIONS NOW AVAILABLE Rear Warehouse Stock Has Been Moved To The Floor For Immediate Sale!

OPEN
Saturday 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sunday 1-7 p.m.

JOHN'S
FURNITURE
6555 S.E. 29th STREET
MIDWEST CITY

John's Furniture - The Heat Went Off & The Water Pipes Froze & Burst. ENTIRE STORE FLOODED!

Government

John's Furniture - The Heat Went Off & The Water Pipes Froze & Burst. ENTIRE STORE FLOODED!

CityScene

GM To Offer Daily Tours

Leverage the company's rich history for the first time in fall 1984, through the General Motors Student Tour. This new program will offer the students a unique opportunity to learn about the company's operations, and gain an appreciation for the work that goes into building vehicles. Students will experience the entire process, from design to production, getting a behind-the-scenes look at the factory floor.

Coast Guard Charters Florists

As a state senator and unsuccessful candidate for the U.S. Senate in 1968, U.S. Sen. Al Gore was instrumental in starting the Coast Guard Charters Florists.

Liberty Amendment Panel Meets

Was Grandma A Klingon?
The answer is yes, according to researchers at the University of Nebraska. The researchers found evidence that indicates a link between the ancient civilization and the species.

Cape Enrichment To Be Studied

High power system — great sound, big savings
Save $362.80 $997

Radio Shack

Hi-Fi Receiver Demonstration Sale!

Play Our New "Galaxian" Coin-Operated Pinball Machine

Console, Writer Freed

Anhony's Super Savings

Super Stereo

Radio Shack Price Policy Has Increased Since July 1979

Radio Shack Price Policy Has Increased Since July 1979

Bank-by-mail.

Liberty pays postage both ways.
Editorials

Fickle Allies

From the situation in the Middle East to the domestic economy of the United States, a pattern is evident in the relationship between our two allies, Israel and the United States. This pattern is not new, but it has become more pronounced in recent years.

In the Middle East, the United States has supported Israel's efforts to establish itself as a viable state. However, the United States has also been critical of Israel's actions in areas such as human rights and occupation of Palestinian territories. This has led to tension and strained relations between the two nations.

Domestically, the United States has provided significant financial aid to Israel, particularly in the defense sector. However, the United States has also imposed economic sanctions on Israel for its actions in the Middle East. This has led to a mixed message in support and criticism.

Overall, the relationship between Israel and the United States is complex and multifaceted. While there is a strong bond of history and shared values, there are also significant differences in interests and policies that can lead to tension and conflict.

Victim Of Society's Last Taboo

Bob Greene

There's a new term in the language of our time: "fickle allies." It's a word that describes the behavior of those who ally themselves with one another for their own selfish purposes, only to turn on each other when it suits their own interests. It's a word that describes the relationship between Israel and the United States.

Just as there are individuals who can be considered fickle allies, so too can nations. Israel and the United States are such nations. They have a history of working together, but their relationship is often characterized by periodic tension and conflict.

There are many reasons for this. One is the difference in their interests. Israel is a small nation, and its security is its top priority. The United States is a large and powerful nation, and its interests are far more diverse. When these interests clash, it can lead to strained relations.

Another reason is the difference in their values. Israel is a democratic country, and it places a high value on human rights and democracy. The United States is a country that has been criticized for its human rights record, particularly in the Middle East. This can lead to tension and conflict.

In conclusion, the relationship between Israel and the United States is complex and multifaceted. It is influenced by factors such as their interests and values. It is a relationship that is characterized by both cooperation and tension.
Save $2.00 on the new low "fashion heel Step-in" for the young or mature woman...

with the exclusive velveteen padded sock

whether fashion, casual or athletic, TG&Y has the most-wanted styles, colors and sizes for the entire family at everyday low prices...

6.97

leatherette double leather upper with the ultimate shock of cushioned heel pad by shock master.

6.64

with the comfort of the velveteen padded sock.

3.66

with shock master sole.

1.67

18." short apron style.

3.60

5.44

20.00

.69

1.43

.88

Cover Girl

Soft Scents

Clorox

Cheer Leader Mint

Cheer Leader

Your best buy is at TG&Y!

Pairs Marry, Attend Receptions, Plan Homes

Hygienists To Meet For Session

Last Touches Made

On 1980 Show House

Mother's Day Fashions

To Be Shown Saturday
Save from 15% to 25% a yard on this special group of springtime favorites!

Many bolts of popular name brand fabrics at low prices, plus the convenience of getting all your sewing notions and McCall's® or Simplicity® patterns, too!

TG & Y FABRIC SHOPS

(You Can Join and Enjoy)

The Sewing Class Of Classes

After 8 easy, inexpensive lessons you will have made at least
One T-shirt
One pair of perfect-fit pants
Three fashion tops
One skirt
One suit jacket
One swim suit
Using the simple, no-skirt pattern method, you can create your own or choose from our wardrobe of popular styles.

Acapulco air & hotel

$419

Saturday Departures May-December

Includes: Round-trip airfare through Pan American, two nights in a comfortable hotel, breakfast daily, motorcoach to and from hotel, guided sightseeing tour in Acapulco, admission to Parque Hierro beach park, full buffet dinner. May 18, June 15, July 13, Aug 17, Sept 14, Oct 12.

Bahamas air & hotel

$329

Saturday Departures May-December

Includes: Round-trip airfare through Pan American, two nights in a comfortable hotel, breakfast daily, motorcoach to and from hotel, guided sightseeing tour of Nassau, full buffet dinner. May 18, June 15, July 13, Aug 17, Sept 14, Oct 12.

Mrs. Neff To Speak

Presentation 1: Mrs. Neff, with extensive experience in the floral industry, will give a presentation on creating beautiful arrangements. She will demonstrate techniques for arranging flowers and will provide tips for selecting and caring for flowers. Saturday, May 18, 10 AM.

56 Convenient Fabric Shops in Okla. City and Other Oklahoma Areas
CIRCUS DAYS SALE

OPEN TODAY 12 'til 6

TENNIS RACKETS
WALL 24
$1.88

UNDEROOS
WALL 24
$1.44

SPRAY PAINT
WALL 84
$6.6

LADIES' POLYESTER SHORTS
WALL 79
$1.37

HUMIDITY DRINK MIX
Made in 1 qtr.
WALL 89
22
$1

FISHING LURES
WALL 24
$4.77

25 PIECE PICNIC SET
WALL 24
$9.7

FRUIT OF LOOM MEN'S T-SHIRTS
COLORS
WALL 52
$2.97

2 for '9

LADIES' 2 P.C. SWIM SUITS
SIZES 10 to 16
WALL 99 to 1.99
$8.8

HOT DOGS...15c COKES...10c BALLOONS...10c POPCORN...10c

LADIES' HALTERS
WALL 97
1/4 OFF WALL PRICE

SUPER GROUP OF LADIES' SPRING AND SUMMER SPORTSWEAR
IN MISSEY SIZES
You will find...

PANTIES, TOPS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, VESTS, JACKETS
100% Polyester and Blend
WALLS 4.99 to 8.99

NAPKINS
WALL 57

FREEZER CONTAINER
WALL 88

NORTHERN FAMILY FARE
WALL 77

2 for '9

WALLS 4.99 to 8.99

488 each piece

WALLS
Bargain Center
OPEN TODAY 12 'til 6

4011 SE 29th
in DEL CITY
4640 S. Penn
GRANT SQUARE

OPEN 10 'til 9 MON-SAT 12 'til 6 SUN

Traber Sparks Orange Victory, 21-7

By Tim Nichols
EL PASO, Tex. — It was hard to keep a scorekeeper from time to time. With 512 minutes of action remaining before halftime, Traber, the men they call "giant," managed to score 21 of the last 25 points of the game to lead the Oranges to a 21-7 victory.

"Our running game was good," said Traber, "but we didn't get many opportunities to pass. But I'm proud of the way we played. We played a good defensive game and kept the bookstore in check. The bookstore is down, but we're still in the game. We're going to keep working hard, I think we're going to get a win."

The bookstore, down from its first-place lead, was eliminated from the playoff race with two games left in the season. Traber, who scored 21 of the last 25 points of the game, said, "We're not going to let this happen again. We're going to work hard. We're going to get a win."

Denver Gets Defense, Pitching For 6-2 Win

By Warren Drake
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — Denver's defense and pitching combined to shut out the Angels 6-2 in an interleague game at Dodger Stadium. The Angels' only runs of the game came on a wild pitch in the first inning.

"We didn't have much of an offensive game," said Angels manager Bill Gates, "but our defense and pitching were good. We kept them off the board. We're going to keep working hard. We're going to get a win."
Rhodes Optimistic Heading Into 5th Year

"If it isn't exactly what those Rhodesies had in mind, we'll make do," said Al Eschbach, "but there's no doubt that this is our time to shine. We've been waiting for this moment for a long time, and we're not going to let anyone deny us our victory. This is our chance to show the world what Rhodes can do."

Dial Sets National Mark

TU Golds Nip Blues

Lakers Await Survivor

Sport Briefs

Coetzee Gets 1st Round KO

State Turkey Prospects Looking Good

SAVE GAS!

BE GREEN!!

DO YOU KNOW THAT MOPEDS GET UPWARDS OF 120 M.P.G.A.?

And They're Fun to Ride!

After The Funeral...

To Whom Do You Turn?

The needs of the bereaved do not end with the final rituals. Sometimes they can continue for months, even years. Perhaps there are concerns about receiving ongoing support from the community. The Social Security Administration, or Social Security, may be unfamiliar with the difficulties that were handled by the deceased before they passed away. Someone, however, not only needs to talk to someone who understands.

We're always available in these situations. Our service continues for as long as we can be helpful.
Sunny Skies Welcome New Orleans Festival

New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival — with 11 days of music, reflecting every style of music known to man — begins today and runs through Sunday. The festival, which attracts hundreds of thousands of people, provides a variety of styles of music, and the world's premier jazz and blues performers, plus many others.

Pneumonia Hospitalizes George Raft

George Raft has been released from a hospital in New York, where he was under observation for pneumonia. Raft, who is 63 years old, has been active in recent years, appearing in a number of films and on television.

Bank Destroys Noguchi Sculpture

A sculpture by Isamu Noguchi, valued at $10,000, was destroyed by a bank in New York. The sculpture was being transported to a museum when it was damaged.

1980 Festival Of Arts Opens Tuesday

The 1980 Festival of the Arts opens Tuesday in New York. The festival will feature a variety of events, including art exhibitions, concerts, and film screenings. It will run through June 11.

OCTOMAN

The festival will feature a variety of events, including art exhibitions, concerts, and film screenings. It will run through June 11.
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Ellis Island

Immigrants’ Gateway Revisited; They Called It ‘Isle of Tears’

NEW YORK (AP) — They came, 11 million strong, from the 1880s to the 1920s, a veritable flood of humanity that poured over the bars of Ellis Island. Millions more on sailboats and steamers would later arrive under the banner of the Statue of Liberty.

But as the United States marks the 100th anniversary of its busiest immigration station, Ellis Island, the ghosts of those who passed through here are remembering the effects of the 1980s and 1990s. The island has become a symbol of the nation’s past, a place where history is made.

Economy Launched Exodus

MEXICO CITY, Mexico (AP) — The Mexican government has launched a major effort to repatriate millions of its citizens who have moved to the United States in search of better opportunities.

It’s a move that is expected to cost billions of dollars and could lead to a significant reduction in the number of illegal immigrants in the United States.

Lance In Jury’s Hands

ATLANTA (AP) — After a sometimes heated debate, a jury in Chicago is expected to decide whether to award a $16 million settlement to the family of a teenage boy who was killed in a shooting.

The boy’s parents, who are suing the city of Chicago, say the city failed to properly supervise the police officers involved in the shooting.

Interest Rates Stagger Auto Industry

WASHINGTON (AP) — Interest rates are rising, but the auto industry is not looking for any rate hikes. Automakers are hoping for a break in order to keep their customers interested in buying new vehicles.

The rate hike is expected to cost the industry billions of dollars, according to analysts. Some have predicted that the increase could lead to a decrease in sales.
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YOUR HOME GUIDE FOR DEL CITY, MIDWEST CITY, CHOC TAW, N IC MA PARK & HAR RAN H

INTRODUCING THE CENTURY 21 HOME PROTECTION PLAN

WE'RE THE NEIGHBORHOOD-PROFESSIONALS!

For over 30 years, Century 21 has been the recognized leader in innovative home buying and selling programs. Our proven marketing systems have enabled us to help hundreds of thousands of families make successful transactions. To learn more about the advantages of working with a Century 21 agent, contact your local Century 21 office today.

Homeowners Advantage

The Century 21 Home Protection Plan is designed to give you the peace of mind you deserve. It provides comprehensive coverage for your home, so you can feel confident knowing that you're protected.

Coverage:

- Roof and siding
- Floors and subflooring
- Windows and doors
- Kitchen and bathroom fixtures
- Heating and air conditioning system
- Electrical and plumbing systems

Benefits:

- Exclusive service provider network
- 24/7 emergency response
- Quick and efficient repairs
- Comprehensive protection

Contact your local Century 21 office to learn more about the Century 21 Home Protection Plan and how it can benefit you and your home.

Century 21

4300 S. Sunnylane
Del City, Oklahoma 73115
(405) 670-3827

Best Buys in Real Estate Are Found in The Journal Classified Pages

We'll give our word to you.

Norman Detwiler Realtors 737-6889

4300 S. Sunnylane
Del City, Oklahoma 73115
(405) 670-3827

Norman Detwiler Realtors 737-6889

4300 S. Sunnylane
Del City, Oklahoma 73115
(405) 670-3827

Selected Listings:

- Del City Homes
- Midwest City Homes
- Choctaw Homes
- Nicoma Park Homes
- Harrah Homes

For more information, contact your local Century 21 office today!
RED TAG SALE

PICK ANY REGULAR PRICED ITEM OF YOUR CHOICE AND GET 10% OFF — SAVE 20% TO 50% ON OTHER SELECTED ITEMS. TAGS EFFECTIVE THRU TUESDAY.

28% OFF
Yard & garden border wire, 444
Yard, garden, steel and aluminum
Tag: $9.99
Sale: $4.44

25% OFF
Entire stock of fishing rods and reels
Tag: $49.99
Sale: $37.49

20% OFF
Steam iron X25 70
Tag: $17.99
Sale: $14.39

38% OFF
Steadyrider shocks
Regular $5.99
Sale $3.34

$50 OFF
3-way stereo record cassette
Tag: $199.99
Sale: $149.99

$60 OFF
Color TV with remote control
Tag: $249.99
Sale: $189.99

$100 OFF
Sears free-arm ironing board, w/ iron
Tag: $159.99
Sale: $59.99

$30 OFF
Classic Bentwood look rolling chair
Tag: $899
Sale: $699

$9 OFF OFF
STAINED GLASS WINDOW
Tag: $69.99
Sale: $60.99

$38 OFF
3-way stereo record cassette
Tag: $199.99
Sale: $161.99

$10 OFF
Sears free-arm ironing board, w/ iron
Tag: $159.99
Sale: $149.99

$24 OFF
Steam iron X35 70
Tag: $24.99
Sale: $21.49

$33 OFF
Sheets, 4-piece, "A" set
Tag: $33.99
Sale: $20.59
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$9 OFF OFF
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$38 OFF
3-way stereo record cassette
Tag: $199.99
Sale: $161.99

$10 OFF
Sears free-arm ironing board, w/ iron
Tag: $159.99
Sale: $149.99

$24 OFF
Steam iron X35 70
Tag: $24.99
Sale: $21.49

$33 OFF
Sheets, 4-piece, "A" set
Tag: $33.99
Sale: $20.59

These are but just a few of the OUTSTANDING BARGAINS you'll find during Sears giant storewide tag sale. Some quantities limited... Hurry!

CATALOG TAG SALE

10% OFF
This SALE TAG good on the purchase of any one item at regular price from our '80 Spring and Summer General Catalog.

CLIP THIS TAG AND SAVE!
SUNDAY, APRIL 20TH
MONDAY, APRIL 21ST
TUESDAY, APRIL 22ND

Bring this tag to your nearest catalog order desk or phone your order to Sears today.

Where America shops for Value
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

SEARS PRINTING POLICY: Due to our line and size limitations, Sears reserves the right to reduce the price of any merchandise at any time without notice. Sears' regular and special purchase terms and policies apply. Sears does not accept merchandise that has been marked down in price. This does not apply to special promotions, clearance and clearance values unless otherwise noted.

SEARS PRINTING POLICY: Due to our line and size limitations, Sears reserves the right to reduce the price of any merchandise at any time without notice. Sears' regular and special purchase terms and policies apply. Sears does not accept merchandise that has been marked down in price. This does not apply to special promotions, clearance and clearance values unless otherwise noted.
"The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe," Emmy Award winning special to be broadcast April 27 and 28 on the CBS Television Network.
David Doyle living labor of love

David is not expected to be married until
next year. He is currently involved with a
lady friend and is not planning to get
married any time soon. He is currently
living alone in a studio apartment in the
heart of Hollywood. David is known for
his laid-back attitude and his love of
music. He enjoys spending time with his
close friends and family. He is also a
devoted animal lover and spends time
volunteering at local animal shelters.

Emmy Winner
Airs Tuesday

The Emmy Awards are presented to the
best in television. The ceremony is a
gala event that celebrates excellence in
the television industry. The awards are
presented in various categories, including
Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Director,
and Best Writing. The winners are
announced at the ceremony, which is
broadcast live. The event is covered by
television networks and is watched by
millions of people around the world.
Spring Signals
Time To Wed

By Dick Kloster

DEAR DICK: I've always had a problem with the way I dress. I feel like I'm not dressed correctly for the weather. What would you suggest?

DAN ROSS, L.A.

DEAR DICK: I'm having trouble deciding what to wear for a wedding. I want to look my best, but I'm not sure what's appropriate.

SUE SMITH, TOLEDO, OHIO

DEAR DICK: I'm planning a trip to New York City and I need some tips on what to wear. Any suggestions?

JACK ROBERTS, NEW YORK

Spring Signals

‘Dukes of Hazzard’ Star
Newest Male Sex Symbol

By Marilyn M. Dowdle

MARDIROSSIAN (1979) - There's a new male sex symbol in Hollywood and he's looking for a new role - the hero of the hit TV show "The Dukes of Hazzard." The actor, Bo Duke, has been described as a combination of George Clooney and John Travolta, with a dash of Humphrey Bogart thrown in. He's the kind of guy who can charm the socks off a girl, but also has the ability to turn on the charm when necessary.

DEAR DICK: I'm going to San Francisco next weekend. What do you recommend I wear?

TOM GREEN, SF

DEAR DICK: I'm planning a trip to Paris next month. Any fashion tips for what to wear?

Molly Anson, Paris

DEAR DICK: I'm going to a formal event and I need some ideas for what to wear. Can you help?

Jane Smith, Los Angeles

Dukes of Hazzard

Portrait of a Rebel

Nancy Drew Celebrates 50th Birthday

NEW YORK (AP) — In 50 years, Nancy Drew has changed the way women view themselves and how they look. From her first appearance in 1930, the mystery-solving detective has inspired generations of young girls to dream big and pursue their passions.

DEAR DICK: I'm planning a trip to Japan next week. What should I wear?

 João Silva, Brazil

DEAR DICK: I'm going to a four-day music festival and I need some ideas for what to wear. Any suggestions?

John Smith, New York

DEAR DICK: I'm going to a fall wedding and I need some ideas for what to wear. Any suggestions?

Jane Doe, London
“Pink Lady’s Altman A Happy Newleywed”

“Star Trek” Lives On

EXTENDED—ONE WEEK
LOSE WEIGHT
QUICKLY • MEDICALLY • SAFELY
SAVE NOW!

50% OFF
LOSE 30 LBS. IN 30 DAYS
TAKE IT OFF
QUICKLY • MEDICALLY • SAFELY
CALL 843-5155 • 631-4418
GOOD THRU FRIDAY 4-23-80

Golf Legends

The Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf Tourney—

newspaper clipping

Club opening in Austin on Saturday and Sunday April 30-May 1, 1980. Pinched above are clockwise from top left: George Sanders, Julius Boros and Arnold Palmer.
ABC, Akron Paper
In Flap Over Story

Mikhail Arrives On Great White Way

CBS Drama Probes
Morality Of Research

Stars Invest In Modest Homes

Keeping Busy
**ASK THEM YOURSELF**

Send the question on a postcard to: Ask Them, c/o Hearst Magazines, New York, N.Y. 10036.

**FOR SALLY KELLERMAN**, star of Head On.

**FOR JEFF CONWAY**, star of ABC-TV's Taxi.

**FOR CHARLES WILLIAM DUNCAN**, Jr., Secretary of Energy.

**FOR SALLY KELLERMAN**, star of Head On.

**FOR PAM DAWBER**, star of ABC-TV's Work & Play.

**FOR REINHOLD AMAN**, editor and publisher of the journal, Media.

**FOR DENA KAYE**, author of The Traveling Women.

**FOR WILLIAM H. WEBSTER**, director, Federal Bureau of Investigation.

**FOR THE "ASK" EDITOR**

**FOR THE "ASK" EDITOR**

**FOR WILLIAM H. WEBSTER**, director, Federal Bureau of Investigation.

---

**Taste, in a low, low tar. Experience it!**

**KENT III**

Satisfying Taste 3 Mg. Tar. 0.3 Mg. Nic.

Kings 3 mg tar. 0.2 mg nicotine per cigarette. FTC Report Jan. 1993. 100's 5 mg tar. 0.3 mg nicotine per cigarette by FTC. Washington, D.C.

Waring: The Surgeon General has determined that cigarette smoking is dangerous to your health.
Too Much Surgeon?

Over the past decade, the amount of surgery in the U.S. has risen by 25 percent. Too often, however, operations are being performed needlessly.

"At the end of 1984, 2,000 million more dollars were spent on surgery than in 1973. In 1973, surgery was the answer to many diseases. Today, surgery is the answer to many more diseases." 

Dr. George Cole: "Often there are alternatives." 

You don't know me, I realize...

But, I want you to have this before it's too late.

Hello... My name is Bud Weckesser. I'm 46 years old and I own a small firm in Dunkirk, New York. Our phone number is 716-366-8300.

A number of years ago I was in a serious accident in Kent, Ohio. I had no savings and a bankrupt state wagon that wasn't paid for.

Our insurance didn't cover it and I was playing cards with some friends. My partner won and he bet me that—on our budget—he was sure I knew 101 ways to fix his wagon. That hurt. So I challenged her. "If you'll type up the recipes," I said, "I'll take out a small ad in the National Enquirer and we'll see if anyone will pay $3.95 for your collection.

I rented a P.O. Box in Kent and placed a small ad. It was surprisingly cheap.

Several weeks later I stopped by the post office. I walked over and there I was, I looked through the little glass window on the door. I almost dropped my key. The box was stuffed—jammed—full of letters. All of them contained checks for $3.95 and they'd come from all parts of the U.S. and Canada.

The next few days were hectic, to say the least. My wife typed the recipes. I had them duplicated, stapled them together and our crude little book was born. Every day, orders continued to pour in. And every day we'd have another check and send out our stapled recipe packets.

I decided to try another ad. This time I placed a classified ad for some of my beer and wine making recipes. In Minnesota, I remember, I had $12,000 ordered in. Over $1,000.00 in just several weeks. And, as our business grew, I corresponded with our customers who were mostly women.

A husband-wife team from Santa Barbara put together a book about how to "win at card games". They pulled in $14,870.00 in just 5 months... all cash... all orders... all from small ads... all by mail.

As Oregon man informed me he had made over $100,000... and we got a booklet about getting rid of moles and gophers in your yard. Again... all by mail.

A Maryland man wrote an 84" x 11" booklet about business advice. So I bought him over $40,000.00... all by mail.

Don't misunderstand. This isn't a get-rich-quick scheme. It's a business, and, as such, it's speculative. But test ads are cheap (as low as $3.95 for a national ad and the profit potential is staggering) An Ohio man spoke with me a large display ad in a national business supplement. A few days later orders started pouring in—mail orders fell! Within the next two months he received over $220,000.00 in cash for his $3.00 booklet.

So, I want you to think for yourself. "Yes, but this only works for a few lucky people." If that's your thought—and I don't blame you for being skeptical—please try this simple little test. It won't cost you a cent.

1. Go to the library and get some 1979 year-end issues of magazines with classified ads like Popular Mechanics and Sports Afield, etc.

2. Select current issue of these magazines.

3. Compare the classified ads. Look at the first test issue then at the back issue. Note how many of these same classified ads are still running, ONE YEAR LATER. People don't continue running ads for one year unless they're making money at it.

Let me give you some more amazing facts about this unique little business:

• You can start at home... in your spare time... quietly... it won't interfere with your present job.

• You can make a test ad for as little as $3.95 in a variety of well-known national magazines.

• You don't even have to write a booklet yourself. I'll show you how to obtain "how-to" booklets or pamphlets and send them out. Below they are already written, already printed and ready to sell. Even better, you don't have to buy them until you get customers to buy them in. And you handle only the portion of the book you sell. In hand. In short, you don't tie up any money in stock or supplies of books.

• You can set your own hours. All you need is a post office box nearby.

• You can deduct up to 33% of the expenses on your home or set up your office at home.

• You can travel whenever you wish—or just leave town. All you need to do is pack your mail twice a week. You don't have to go to the office. You'll open orders, remove the checks (95% of them don't bounce, believe it or not) and bank your money just like this.

• In the afternoon or evening, you can type the labels for the envelopes you'll use to ship your booklets. Ship them off at the post office and collect your money. No bosses, no layoffs, no strikes, no rat race.

I've put all of my instructions—every secret—in a simple Starter Guide. And if you're wondering why I'd share my business with you—especially if it's so profitable—there's why:

The range of topics and ads is almost infinite. I won't be competing with you nor you with me. The advertising is all temporary. In fact, the ideas I never tried yet. There's plenty of room for everyone.

I'll show you...

• Where and when to get national ads for only $13.50... ads you can run month after month.

• How to obtain FREE ADS—YOU PAY ONLY IF THE AD IS SUCCESSFUL.

• How to start with no money in books or supplies.

• Where to obtain hundreds of pre-printed booklets—at super low wholesale prices.

• How to use word your ad— I'll include various sample ads.

• How to set up your office in a spare room or basement.

• I'll also include a giant list of "how-to" topics.

• All... the sample ads, forms, lists, addresses—everything you'll need to get started within thirty days.

If you're still skeptical, let me offer you a most unusual guarantee. I'll send you the Starter Guide for SEVEN MONTHS. That gives you plenty of time to actually try my materials. If, at the end of thirty months—or anytime between—you want your money back, just return what I've sent you. I'll issue you a full refund within three working days—no questions, no delays. That's our iron-clad guarantee.

Also, please feel free to POSTDATE your check.

THIRTY DAYS. If you're not satisfied with my materials just send them back and I'll refund your original UNCONDITIONAL CHECK.

To begin, just write the words, Dollars In Your Mailbox on a piece of paper. Enclose your check for $13.50 and send it to Bud Weckesser, at my address: Green Tree Press, Dept. 134, 1057 Temple Road, Dunkirk, N.Y. 14048. If you wish at mail delivery, please add $1.00.

Or, you may charge it to your MasterCharge or Visa card—be sure to include your account number and expiration date.

For EXTRA FAST SERVICE, call us at 716-366-8300 and give us the credit card information. MasterCharge and Visa now receive my materials for seven months at absolutely no risk to you. That's our unconditional guarantee.

©1979 Green Tree Press
We're looking for people to write children's books

Next time you move, and you have a standard phone, bring it back to the Bell Phone Center Store. Because, in some areas, we'll pay you for it.

That's a genuine Bell offer. We'll even help you plan ahead for your next home, suggest how to decorate with phones, and where to plug them into your floor plans.

You don't have to move, though, to enjoy our store. Just about any shape, style, and color phone you want around your house, you'll find in a Phone Center Store. We'll show you how to make your phone do more than it ever did, too—with what we call Custom Calling services (available in many areas).

They're so flexible, they're like having a phone in your pocket.

When you're ready to get writing and get published, I know a few people who would like to hear from you. They're editors of some of the most respected and longest-running magazines in the world. And they're looking for the kind of writing that you do.

They want to know about your stories and your experiences. They want to know if you have something to say. And they want to know if you have the talent to say it.

So, if you're interested, please write to me. And when you do, I'll send you a form. It's easy to fill out, and it's free. I'll pay you to do the work. And if you're good, I'll pay you more.

You'll receive the form by mail within a week. If you're ready to get started, you can begin writing immediately. But don't worry if you're not. I'll help you every step of the way.

To make your phone do more than it ever did, too—with what we call Custom Calling services (available in many areas).
Your Newspaper Of The Future

A message from Morton Frank, Publisher of THE DAILY WELLS

On Monday, February 8, the cover story in today's FUND WELLS was an article by Allan Smale, a member of the Small Newspaper Publishers Association (SNPA) from Littleton, Colorado. Smale's perspective on the future of newspapers is one that many in the industry would do well to heed.

The evolution of the newspaper has been a slow and steady process, with the advent of new technologies and changing consumer habits. But Smale's article highlights the need for newspapers to adapt and evolve in order to remain relevant in today's digital age.

He argues that newspapers must focus on providing quality, in-depth reporting and engaging content that cannot be found elsewhere. This includes covering local news, community events, and important issues that affect residents. Smale points out that newspapers are valuable resources for people who want to stay informed about the world around them.

In addition, Smale emphasizes the importance of building relationships with readers and engaging them in the community. Newspapers, he says, can foster a sense of belonging and bring people together, which is especially important in today's divided society.

Smale also notes that newspapers can offer unique advantages over other media, such as the ability to engage readers in a more personal and interactive way. This can be done through social media, email newsletters, and other digital tools.

Finally, Smale stresses the importance of innovation and experimentation. Newspapers must be willing to try new things and take risks in order to stay relevant and successful in the long run.

All in all, Smale's article provides a thoughtful and encouraging perspective on the future of newspapers. It is clear that these institutions play a vital role in our community and will continue to do so for many years to come.

By Allan Smale

The Challenge to Newspapers

By Katherine Graham

Chairman and Publisher of THE CHALLENGE

The 1980s are off to a particularly promising start in the world of newspapers. The first half of this decade has been marked by an incredible wave of innovation and change in the industry, with new technologies and business models leading the way.

One of the most significant developments has been the rise of digital newspapers. These online publications offer readers the ability to access breaking news, local and national events, and in-depth features with just a few clicks of a button. The challenge for traditional print newspapers is to find ways to compete with this new breed of media.

Another key trend is the growth of local news and community journalism. With the rise of social media and blogs, people are more connected than ever before, and they are increasingly interested in knowing what is happening in their own backyard. This presents an opportunity for local newspapers to reach new audiences and build stronger connections with their communities.

Finally, newspapers must continue to adapt to the changing preferences of their readers. This includes offering a range of content formats, including print, digital, and audio options. It also means being willing to experiment with new revenue streams, such as subscription models and sponsored content.

The future of newspapers is bright, but it will require ingenuity and hard work to make it happen. The key is to embrace innovation, listen to readers, and stay grounded in the values that have made newspapers so successful for so long.

By Katherine Graham

The Challenge to Newspapers
GRASS SEED WILL NEVER GROW A LAWN LIKE THIS—DROUGHT & WEAR RESISTANT! Amway lawn looks cool, green, tasty. Children playing on it won’t hurt it or themselves. Stays green right through March and drought.

Lady Plugs In Zoysia Grass Saves Time, Work & Money

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER. UP TO 200 AMAZONE ZOYSSA GRASS PLUGS FREE

DON'T BE MISLED! THERE IS ONLY ONE AMAZONE

AMAZONE plugs are taken from gener-
ative 1-2½-Meyer-Zoysia. Guaranteed
winter-hardy for 10 years under the
supervision of trained agronomists.
Over a half-billion plugs sold! So don't take chances with in-
bred plugs. Amway. No Substitutes for
AMAZONE! If it isn't Amway, you're not getting the plugs that make Zoysia famous.

SPECIAL OFFER

42 FREE plugs

End of season sales on Zoysia. Per- fect answer for hard-to-cover spots, plays-
courses, patios, etc.

CUT YOUR WORK, SAVE YOUR MONEY

Zoysia does your work for you. Zoysia lawns save you time and money in many
ways. It never needs re-turfing. It resists
invasion of weeds. It needs no fertiliz-
ing (water costs money, too), and is
especially useful for neglected areas.
Plant 1 foot square, hardboard style.

YOUR OWN SUPPLY OF PLUG TRANSPLANTS

Established Amway lawn gives Zoysia plugs to plant in other areas of your lawn.

Order now for your FREE Bonus Plugs.

K.C. & The Sunshine Band: Out of The Shadows

By Bruce Pollock

The musical style of K.C. & The Sunshine Band is unique, as is evident from the following description:

"The band's sound is a fusion of pop, rock, and soul, with influences from Motown, Funk, and R&B. The music is characterized by its smooth and energetic rhythms, with a distinctive horn section that adds a touch of funkiness to the overall sound. The band's lyrics often focus on themes of love, social commentary, and personal experiences, with a playful and0utgoing vibe that keeps audiences engaged. K.C. & The Sunshine Band is known for their high-energy performances and their ability to connect with audiences through their music. The band's award-winning albums and chart-topping singles have established them as a major presence in the music industry. K.C. & The Sunshine Band is a band that brings together different musical elements to create a unique and memorable sound."
“I’ll give you $1.00 for every two pounds you don’t lose with my diet aid pill… And I guarantee you can lose up to 13 pounds the first 10 days… up to 25 pounds in 30 days… up to 37 pounds in 60 days… the safe way!”

Fun in the Kitchen

14-Karat Solid Gold Krugerrand

The World’s Most Famous Gold Coin
in exquisite miniature

Only $15 if you act within 30 days!

Meet Oleda！

Front Customer

Leisure Wear

American Yard Style

Collector’s Guarantee

1993

April 20
Amazing Sale! Save $6
Thousands Sold At $14.88

Be Prepared With "ROADMASTER"
Professional Automobile TIRE PUMP

Big, EZ-Read Pressure Gauge

You're back "on the road"
in almost no time!

Gives 100 lbs. pressure
in seconds! Completely portable!
Foot-operated! Works anytime, anywhere!

Great for bikes, toys, air mattresses and floats.

Amazing new air pump gives up to 100 lbs. pressure in just a few seconds! Push up tires, floaties, scanners. So easy a kid can do it!

No electricity, no oil, no special tool to operate. Just step on pump—just a little toe-tip action, so easy a child can do it.

An end to aggravation! Friction—saves you the hassle of searching for air at gas stations. Built-in gauge with EZ-Read magnifier lens registers up to 100 lbs. Lets you control exact amount of air pressure.

Comes with 24" clamp-lock hose that fits any tire or air shock. Folds to just 12" for easy stowaway in car trunk.

Hundreds of uses at home or away—blows up all your inflatable toys, easy, great for bikes, toys, air mattresses. Floats—comes with free valve for your sports gear.

Read "Recall in emergency"—Worth many times its low, low price. But hurry—Order Today, while supplies last!

$24.95 . . . Automatic Foot Pump . . . $8.88

HANOVER HOUSE GUARANTEE
You must be absolutely delighted with your "ROADMASTER" Air Pump. You must agree that it is a quality crafted precision instrument—so easy to operate. If not, simply return for a prompt, full refund—no questions asked.

HANOVER HOUSE, Hanover, Pa. 17331

AMAZING SALES! SAVES $6
THOUSANDS SOLD AT $14.88

Getting to the Root of Math Anxiety

By Leisy Berger

Do you freeze up when faced with algebra? Does thinking and solving for x make you sweat? Or is math anxiety so bad that you avoid or detest it completely? If so, you are not alone. Math anxiety is a real condition affecting millions of people. It is a common problem, and the best way to deal with it is to understand it and overcome it.

How do you acquire math anxiety? Research has shown that math anxiety is influenced by a variety of factors, including early experiences with math, cultural beliefs about math ability, and personal experiences with math. People who have had negative experiences with math, such as being criticized or punished for mistakes, are more likely to develop math anxiety.

The key to overcoming math anxiety is to take a positive approach and to focus on your strengths. This means practicing math regularly, seeking out help when you need it, and using positive self-talk to boost your confidence.

You can overcome math anxiety with practice and persistence. By: Leisy Berger, Ph.D.

Assisted by Pat Goonan

Doomsday Powder for Roaches can Endanger Species.

The cockroach could become the next endangered species if a California manufacturer has its way. Alain Brie, who 30 years ago developed and lent his name to what is now a standard household cleaner, COPPER BRITE, has a new product called ROACH PROOF.

Brie states that because roaches simply do not recognize ROACH PROOF as an insecticide, they do not avoid it, thus scattering to other parts of your residence as they do with the more toxic insecticides. Copper has been a roach repellant for centuries, but it is ill not only the roaches you see, but also those hiding and multiplying in your walls and that you cannot find against reinfection.

In scientific tests conducted during a major research project by a leading Southern University, the ROACH PROOF formula was tested in heavily infested housing developments, restaurants, hotels and grocery stores against the most powerful insecticides used today. In every instance including tests just completed in 1979, ROACH PROOF proved strikingly superior in eliminating roaches and preventing reinfection.

ROACH PROOF is registered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency for use in all residences and can be used in homes with children and pets. The powder is odorless and non-dusty and has no harmful or irritating effects on the user as it is simply applied with a teaspoon under kitchen appliances and other hidden areas.

There is a problem, however. Copper, Brie says, has a tendency to leach out over time, and these leachers apparently think it's unprofitable to stock the one-shot roach killer on their shelf when other roach killers come in again and again to buy the other roach insecticides. So he has decided to sell his product directly to the public for $1.00 a pound. ROACH PROOF costs 7.95 (including postage) for a one-pound can. Airmail 1.00 additional per can. In California add 6% tax. One can covers up to 4-room residence, plus one can for basement and garage. To obtain the product, send a check or money order to COPPER BRITE, Inc., Dept. 93 at 5147 West Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90017.

One Application Does It

Get into fitness in only 5 minutes a day

PEOPLE QUIZ: By John E. Gibson

Can Your Hands "Say" — I'm Lying?

TRUE OR FALSE?

1. Your hands "say" things everyone knows — they tell you if you're lying.
2. Your hands "say" things few people know — they tell you who you can trust.
3. Your hands "say" things you can't see — they tell you what's wrong with your body.
4. Your hands "say" things you can only hear — they tell you what's going on in your mind.

ANSWERS

1. True. The hands can reveal many things about a person's mood and state of mind. This can be used to help determine if someone is lying or not.
2. False. While the hands can reveal some things about a person's state of mind, they do not necessarily lie about who one can trust.
3. False. The hands can reveal some things about a person's health, but they do not detect things that are not visible to the eye.
4. False. The hands do not have a way of conveying sound, so they cannot "say" things through hearing.

NOW YOU CAN'T FORGET!

Vantage Point

Where great taste and low tar meet
How Does Deborah Raffin Balance Career and Marriage? Very Nicely, Thank You!

By Jone Hershey

With her natural, no-nonsense, hard-understanding, style of dress, actress Deborah Raffin looks like someone you might meet on the way to class at an Ivy League college. She's strong, and you can tell she's a loving mother — the kind who旗下 goods this to a baby that you feel like you're part of your family. At 26, Deborah has been in films and television series for a year. Her husband and partner, Michael Hargan, has also managed to keep going strong and begun work in New York on their second picture. Their two children, both more than 2 years old, are part of their busy lives.

The two projects of Deborah's that the public will see this spring are the recently completed Columbia Pictures film "Elvis With A Love" and a CBS mini-series "House of The Eagles". In "Elvis With A Love", Raffin plays a dedicated young woman who is struggling to maintain her family's traditions.

Like her husband, Deborah is dedicated to her career and to her family. She credits Michael with being a supportive partner and sharing the responsibilities of raising their children.

She's a success story, and she's right to be proud of what she's accomplished. But she's also human, and she has her moments of uncertainty and doubt.

Deborah Raffin and her husband, Michael Hargan, shared their lives with us.

How can you choose the best diet plan to lose weight and keep it off? The following are some tips:

1. Choose a healthy diet plan that you can stick to. This means choosing a variety of foods that are healthy and satisfying. For example, you could choose a diet that includes plenty of fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and lean proteins.

2. Make sure you get enough exercise. Exercise is important for losing weight and keeping it off. You could start by walking for 30 minutes a day, or you could try swimming or cycling.

3. Get enough sleep. Lack of sleep can affect your metabolism, which can make it harder to lose weight and keep it off.

4. Stay hydrated. Drinking enough water is important for losing weight and keeping it off. Aim for at least 8 cups of water a day.

5. Limit your sugar intake. Sugary foods and drinks can be high in calories and can contribute to weight gain.

By Wanda Urbanska

Sometimes you'll probably give almost anything to get what you want. You're standing at the checkout counter in a supermarket when someone announces the newest microwave. "That's mine!" you think. You rush to the cash register, but you see no one else nearby. "I'll have that one," you declare, but the cashier looks at you as if you're crazy.

Do you know how much that actually costs? Can we cultivate good luck the way we do health? If it's able to go from being an unlucky person to a lucky one?

Some believe that the tendency to be lucky or unlucky is assigned to an individual at birth, and there's very little anyone can do to change it. Others see luck as capricious, but nonetheless countable. They see lucky charms, knock on wood, or put a finger to their ear to bring good luck their way.

More likely, however, is the idea that luck is one of the great unknowns, that the human mind is so often in a state of ignorance.

"I portray Brooke from 16 to 34," says Deborah. "I think it's one of the things that's great about writing for film: you get to play all kinds of roles," she adds. "It's not like TV's what I've got to do." For now, she'll focus on her role, year-round, and in even 5 years.

1990 is a remarkable historic year! It is exactly 20 years ago that John F. Kennedy was elected President of the United States and exactly 120 years ago that Abraham Lincoln was elected President. This century between these two great leaders is so startling that if these documentary facts were not fully considered, we would find them almost impossible to believe.

"Losing weight is the key to good health." Weight loss is the key to good health. The key to good health is losing weight. The key to losing weight is finding the right combination of healthy eating and exercise.

This is a good time to start thinking about your health and how you can improve it.

"Starting a new job is the key to success." Starting a new job is the key to success. The key to success is starting a new job. The key to starting a new job is finding the right combination of skills and experience.

This is a good time to start thinking about your career and how you can improve it.

"Ending a relationship is the key to happiness." Ending a relationship is the key to happiness. The key to happiness is ending a relationship. The key to ending a relationship is finding the right combination of trust and understanding.

This is a good time to start thinking about your relationships and how you can improve them.

"Laying down your first child is the key to parenthood." Laying down your first child is the key to parenthood. The key to parenthood is laying down your first child. The key to laying down your first child is finding the right combination of love and responsibility.

This is a good time to start thinking about your family and how you can improve it.

"Starting a new business is the key to wealth." Starting a new business is the key to wealth. The key to wealth is starting a new business. The key to starting a new business is finding the right combination of vision and execution.

This is a good time to start thinking about your business and how you can improve it.

"Losing weight is the key to happiness." Losing weight is the key to happiness. The key to happiness is losing weight. The key to losing weight is finding the right combination of diet and exercise.

This is a good time to start thinking about your health and how you can improve it.

"Starting a new job is the key to success." Starting a new job is the key to success. The key to success is starting a new job. The key to starting a new job is finding the right combination of skills and experience.

This is a good time to start thinking about your career and how you can improve it.

"Ending a relationship is the key to happiness." Ending a relationship is the key to happiness. The key to happiness is ending a relationship. The key to ending a relationship is finding the right combination of trust and understanding.

This is a good time to start thinking about your relationships and how you can improve them.

"Laying down your first child is the key to parenthood." Laying down your first child is the key to parenthood. The key to parenthood is laying down your first child. The key to laying down your first child is finding the right combination of love and responsibility.

This is a good time to start thinking about your family and how you can improve it.

"Starting a new business is the key to wealth." Starting a new business is the key to wealth. The key to wealth is starting a new business. The key to starting a new business is finding the right combination of vision and execution.

This is a good time to start thinking about your business and how you can improve it.
LIMITED TIME ONLY  PLEASE ACCEPT THIS GREAT FRIEND-WINNING OFFER! SO SENSATIONAL IT MAY NEVER AGAIN BE REPAIRED!

Why take a lot of different tablets when you can get the vitamins and minerals you want--in ONE AMAZING TABLET!...and get a hundred tablets for only $1.00...if you act fast!

"MORE" tablets were created—to provide in a single easy-to-swallow tablet every vitamin and mineral for which requirements have been established—plus all the other nutritional factors you desire in a Diet Supplement. Compare the MORE formula at the right with any other formula. Compare it both for great COMPLETENESS and HIGH AMOUNTS of each of the IMPORTANT factors supplied. This is important, because many products containing less factors might not have the way you want them most—or might not have as much as MORE gives you.

Nutrition Headquarters is so confident that you will become another satisfied user of MORE tablets that they will send you a bottle of 100 tablets for only $1.00 provided you mail the coupon below before the expiration date. Read complete details and order now.

For the "best years of your life..." "MORE" tablets... "MORE" tablets supply the full U.S. Recommended Daily Allowances—for MORE of the vitamins and minerals plus many other factors and ingredients, you get 8 Complex Vitamins, Iron, Carotenes, B vitamins, B complex, Amino Acids, and Bioflavonoids and a lot. MORE. Compare with any formula for COMPLETENESS—POTENCY—VALUE.

For those who may need more vitamins and minerals... "MORE" benefits begin at once... "MORE" Tablets can help your body--your brain, boost your immune response (immunological competence) and MORE! You get the comprehensive diet supplement.

No need to take handfuls of tablets daily. Many people who formerly took many different single supplements, now that MORE Tables give them all the factors they want—in just a single product! This saves time and money. For MORE, it's a COMPLETE "BEST OF BOTH WORLDS"—now when it's easy to get on with such a comprehensive package, why take chances with your Vitamin program? Get MORE, it's a product of the American School of Homeopathy where homeopathic physicians test every product. MORE can be quite a saving. The American School of Homeopathy and Mineral Dietary Supplement.

MORE is available exclusively from Nutrition Headquarters to the general public, thanks to some special arrangements with our fine food supplement company supplying Food Supplements for their exclusive right to your door. Order MORE from Nutrition Headquarters now Mail orders postpaid.

SPECIAL $1.00 MAIL-ORDER COUPON

MAIL TO: NUTRITION HEADQUARTERS

1983 NORTHERN AVENUE, CARRINGTON, N.Y. 12621

Attach to the Coupon and Mail to Us:

100 MORE TABLETS at Special price of $1.00

NEVER BEFORE OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC!

The other $1.00 offers have already been published in this advertisement. No other package can be offered at PLUS 100 "MORE" tablets. I will get $1.00 for $1.00.

MAIL ORDER COUPON

SPECIAL $1.00 MAIL-ORDER COUPON

MAIL TO: NUTRITION HEADQUARTERS

1983 NORTHERN AVENUE, CARRINGTON, N.Y. 12621

Attach to the Coupon and Mail to Us:

100 MORE TABLETS at Special price of $1.00

NEVER BEFORE OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC!

The other $1.00 offers have already been published in this advertisement. No other package can be offered at PLUS 100 "MORE" tablets. I will get $1.00 for $1.00.